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1. Introduction
For the safe, correct and sustainable use of the Clean2Go+, you
should go through this manual in detail. Failure to comply with the
instructions in the manual can be dangerous and/or cause premature
wear and tear. If, there are questions or further information is needed
please feel free to contact us:
Tel: (+44) 1531 887897
Email: info@clean2goplus.com
Web: www.Clean2GoPlus.com

2. Precautions
For the safe use of the Clean2Go+ the following instructions must be
followed:
• This manual should be read through thoroughly before
the Clean2Go+ may be put into use.
• The Clean2Go+ wall mounting must be attached to
a solid wall of stone or wood.
• The Clean2Go+ can only withstand temperatures between
5 - 45°C. Temperatures outside this range can cause damage to
the device.
If the safety instructions are not complied with the warranty will be void.

3. Connection
The Clean2Go+ requires a 220V - 240V 50Hz mains electrical power
source with a fused protection of 13 Amps.

4. Clean2Go+ Wall Mounting Instructions
For the Clean2Go+ wall mounting you can use the
supplied mounting set.

Tools required:

- Drill
- Drill bit of Ø6mm
- Spirit Level

1. Drill a hole at a height of 1070 mm. Place the bracket on the wall
and hold it up using a screw in the middle hole.

2. Make sure the bracket is level using the spirit level. Mark the other
two holes at each end and remove the bracket.

3. Drill the remaining 2 holes. Place the plugs in to the holes and fix
the bracket to the wall with the screws.

4. Place the Clean2Go+ over the bracket and make it secure using
the two bolts.

Before use check the Clean2Go+ is firmly attached to the wall.

5. Clean2Go+ Stand and Clean2Go+ Compact
The Clean2Go+ Stand & Clean2Go+ Compact can be placed
anywhere as long as there is an outlet within range. In order to make
the Clean2Go+ Stand level and secure adjust the legs by loosening
the nuts and turning the feet, then secure the legs at the correct height
by tightening the nuts.

6. Clean2Go+ Trolley Sanitization Station
To construct the frame connect the 3 pipe sections with the bolts
provided. Make sure to tighten the bolts in order for the structure to be
secure before use.

If a shopping cart is placed
in the Clean2Go+ Trolley
Station, the handle
will be disinfected
at the same time as your
hands

7. Light indication
The Clean2Go+ products are equipped with a light to show the status
of the unit:
Green = ready for use
Red = liquid is empty
When the lamp is green the station is ready for use.
The sensors in the hand holes will detect your hands and spray
disinfectant onto them.

8.

Replacing Sanitizing liquid

The liquid container is empty when a red light shows.
The liquid container should be exchanged as follows:
• Open the lock on the front plate with a key
• Pull the door towards you
• Remove the float from the container
• Replace the container
• Place the float in the full container
• Close the plate and secure with lock
• The Clean2Go+ is now ready to be used

mh

10. Maintenance
To ensure functionality it is necessary to maintain the Clean2Go+
properly:
• Clean the sensors in the holes daily with a cloth.
• Clean the inside of the holes with a cloth.
Make sure the Clean2Go+ product is unplugged during cleaning!

Disclaimers:
By using the Clean2Go+ product range the customer assumes all liabilities including that of any injury caused by the machine falling over or off its mounted bracket. The products need to be installed by a qualified electrician and be PAT tested before use
therefore Clean2Go+ accepts no responsibility for any injuries caused from not following the instructions, furthermore any injury caused by trailing cables is the customers issue and Clean2Go+ accepts no responsibility. Clean2Go+ also accepts no
responsibility for any injury, irritation or reaction caused by the use of the product and the hand sanitizing liquid which it uses. This product is used at the customers own risk. This product is not for human consumption!

